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Abstract: This review focuses on the demonstration of an interrelation between various in-medium
effects, which are manifested in the phenomena occurring in neutron stars and heavy-ion collisions.
More specifically, the equation of state of a baryon-rich cold hadron matter is considered. It is done
within the relativistic mean-field approach with σ field-scaled hadron masses and couplings, and a
cut-mechanism is discussed leading to an increase of the stiffness of the dense baryon matter. Then,
I discuss the role of the viscosity and thermal conductivity in description of the first-order phase
transitions occurring in heavy-ion collisions and neutron stars. Next, the p-wave polarization effects
on pion and kaon spectra are studied beyond the mean-field level. In particular, the pion softening
effect is detailed. Then, a role of in-medium effects in neutrino radiation of neutron stars is discussed
and effects of the bulk and shear viscosities in the problem of r-mode damping in young rapidly
rotating pulsars are considered.
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1. Introduction

Often, researchers studying heavy-ion collisions, where one deals with a non-equilibrium and a
quasi-equilibrium hot and dense hadron matter, do not care about possible application of their models
in other branches of nuclear physics, e.g., in neutron star physics, where one deals with the nuclear
matter but in cold state, and, vice versa, the researchers considering neutron-star phenomena often
ignore information known from heavy-ion-collision physics. The aim of this contribution is to partially
overcome this gap demonstrating an interrelation between description of various phenomena in the
heavy-ion-collision physics and the neutron-star physics. In the phenomena, which will be reviewed,
the key role is played by in-medium effects in strongly-interacting nuclear matter.

2. EoS of Baryon-Rich Dense Not Too Hot Matter

2.1. Existing Constraints on EoS

Equation of state (EoS) of the cold hadronic matter should:

• satisfy experimental information on properties of dilute nuclear matter and not contradict the
results of microscopical approaches like the Brueckner–Hartree–Fock (BHF) one;

• place empirical constraints on global characteristics of atomic nuclei [1];
• place constraints on the pressure of the nuclear mater from the description of particle transverse

and elliptic flows and the K+ production in heavy-ion collisions, cf. [2,3];
• allow for the heaviest known compact stars [4];
• allow for an adequate description of the compact star cooling in the absence of the direct Urca

(DU) neutrino processes in the majority of the known pulsars detected in soft X rays [1];
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• and yield a mass–radius relation comparable with the empirical constraints including recent
gravitation wave LIGO–Virgo detection [5];

• being extended to non-zero temperature T (for T < Tc, where Tc is the critical temperature of the
deconfinement), appropriately describe supernova explosions, proto-neutron stars, and heavy-ion
collision data [6,7], etc.

For more details, see discussion in [1,6–14].
Most difficult is the ability to satisfy simultaneously the heavy-ion-collision flow and the

maximum neutron-star mass constraints. Flow of matter in heavy-ion-collision is directed both forward
and perpendicular to the beam axis. At high densities, spectator nucleons may shield the transversal
flow into their direction and generate an inhomogeneous density and pressure profile in the transversal
plane. This effect is usually referred to as elliptic flow and depends on the EoS. An analysis of
the nucleon flow data, which depends essentially only on the isospin-independent part of the EoS,
was carried out in [2]. The flow constraint [2] to be fulfilled requires rather soft EoS of isospin-symmetric
matter (ISM), whereas the EoS of the beta-equilibrium matter (BEM) should be stiff so that maximum
available mass of the neutron star would be higher than the measured mass M = 2.01± 0.04 M� [4]
of the pulsar PSR J0348+0432, being the heaviest at present. Various EoSs in comparison with the
flow and neutron-star mass constraints are shown in Figure 1 taken from [1]. Models DD, D3C and
DBHF (Bonn A) satisfy well the maximum neutron-star mass constraint but do not fulfill the flow
constraint. On the contrary, the models NLρ, NLρδ satisfy the flow constraint but do not fulfill the
maximum neutron-star mass constraint, and only models with σ-field-dependent effective hadron
masses and couplings like KVR, KVOR, and the DD-F relativistic mean-field (RMF) model with
density-dependent couplings are able to satisfy the flow constraint and marginally the maximum
neutron-star mass constraint. However, hyperons and ∆ isobars are not incorporated within these
models. Their inclusion additionally softens the EoSs [15–17] that may cause a problem with the
fulfillment of the maximum neutron-star mass constraint. In conclusion, in-medium effects, e.g., those
resulting in a modification of the hadron effective masses and couplings in matter, are required to
fulfill both the flow and the maximum neutron-star mass constraints.
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Figure 1. Figure is taken from [1]. (a) pressure region consistent with experimental flow data in ISM
(dark shaded region). The light shaded region extrapolates this region to higher densities within an
upper (UB) and lower (LB) borders; (b) mass–radius constraints from thermal radiation of the isolated
neutron star RX J1856.5-3754 (grey hatched region) and from quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) in the
Low-Mass X-Ray Binary (LMXB) 4U 0614+09 (green hatched area). The constraint from 4U 1636-536
(orange hatched region) 2.0± 0.1 M� was withdrawn and should be replaced by a similar constraint
2.01± 0.04 M� obtained later in [4] for PSR J0348+0432.
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2.2. Cut-Mechanism for Stiffening of EoS

Ref. [12] studied various RMF models, where nucleons interact with scalar, vector and iso-vector
mean fields and self- and cross- mean-field interaction terms might be also included. Usually, in such
models, the magnitude of the scalar field increases monotonically with the nucleon density increase
and the nucleon effective mass decreases. The latter quantity stops decreasing and the EoS stiffens,
provided the mean-field self-interaction potential rises sharply in a narrow vicinity of the values
of mean fields corresponding to nucleon densities n >∼ n∗ > n0, where n0 is the nuclear saturation
density. Such a behaviour might be related to an excluded volume effect due to a strong repulsion
at short distances between hadrons. As a result, the maximum neutron-star mass increases. Such a
“cut”-procedure offered a simple way to stiffen the EoS at densities above n∗ without altering it at
n <∼ n0. The developed scheme allows an application to neutron stars of the RMF models, which are
well fitted to finite nuclei but do not fulfill the experimental constraint on the maximum neutron-star
mass. Then, the energy density is given by

E(np, nn, f ) = Ekin(np, nn, f ) + EV(np, nn) + Eσ( f ) ,

Ekin(np, nn, f ) = (
∫ pFn

0
+
∫ pFp

0
)

p2dp
π2

√
p2 + m∗2N ( f ) ,

EV(np, nn) =
C2

ω

2m2
N
(np + nn)

2 +
C2

ρ

8m2
N
(np − nn)

2 ,

Eσ( f ) =
m4

N f 2

2C2
σ

+ U( f ) , m∗N( f ) = mN (1− f ) . (1)

Cj = gjNmN/mj, j = (σ, ω, ρ) are fitting parameters of the RMF model, gjN are meson-nucleon
coupling constants, mj are masses of j-hadrons, mN is the nucleon mass, pFn and pFp are Fermi
momenta of neutrons and protons, f = gσNσ/mN , U is the effective potential; in ordinary nonlinear
Walecka (NLW) models, one chooses U( f ) = m4

N(b f 3/3+ c f 4/4), where b and c are fitting parameters.
We also exploit a modified potential Ũ depending on a cσ parameter such that Ũ undergoes a significant
growth for f > fcut (NLWcut model). The scalar field potential U( f ) in the NLW model, and Ũ( f )
in the NLWcut model for various values cσ, as functions of the scalar field parameter f , are shown
in Figure 2a. The right panel demonstrates the nucleon effective mass in the ISM as a function of the
nucleon density for the same models.

In the left panel in Figure 3, we show the pressure P for the NLW and NLWcut models under
consideration as a function of the nucleon density in the ISM for various values cσ, and the insertion
demonstrates the binding energy per nucleon. The neutron-star mass and radius as functions of the
central density for the same models are shown in the right panel. We see that the initial NLW model
satisfies the flow constraint but does not fulfill the maximum neutron-star mass constraint, whereas
two of four presented cut-versions of the model fulfill properly both constraints and one model fulfills
the maximum neutron-star mass constraint marginally.
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Figure 2. Figure from [12]. (a) the scalar field potential U( f ) in the NLW model and Ũ( f ) in the
NLWcut model for various values cσ, as functions of the scalar field parameter f . The symbols indicate
the values of [ f (n); U( f (n)), Ũ( f (n))] for the density n of the ISM varying from n0 to 10 n0 with
the 1 n0 step; (b) the nucleon effective mass in the ISM as a function of the nucleon density for the
same models.
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Figure 3. Figure from [12]. (a) total pressure P for the NLW and NLWcut models as a function of the
nucleon density in the ISM for various values cσ; the insertion demonstrates the binding energy per
nucleon. Two shadowed areas show the constraints on the pressure from the particle flow and the
kaon production data in heavy-ion collisions extracted in [2,3]. Bold dots show the extrapolation of
the pressure consistent with the giant monopole resonance (GMR) description [3]; (b) the neutron-star
mass and radius as functions of the central density for models under consideration. The hatched band
denotes the uncertainty in the value of the maximum measured neutron-star mass 2.01± 0.04 M�.

2.3. Hyperon and ∆-Isobar Puzzles and Their Resolution in RMF Models with Scaled Hadron Masses
and Couplings

In the standard RMF models, hyperons and ∆-isobars may appear in neutron-star cores already
for n >∼ (2–3) n0, which results in a decrease of the maximum neutron-star mass below the observed
limit. The problems were named the hyperon [15,16] and the ∆ [17,18] puzzles. These problems can be
resolved in the RMF models with scaled hadron masses and couplings [9–11,14]. The model employed
in [11,14] is a generalization of the NLW model with effective coupling constants g∗mb = gmbχmb(σ) and
hadron masses m∗i = miΦi(σ), which are functions of the σ field [8], i = {b, m}, where m = {σ, ω, ρ, φ}
lists the included mesonic fields, b = {N, H, ∆} indicates a baryon (nucleon N = p, n; hyperon
H = Λ, Σ, Ξ; and ∆ isobar). Quantities χmb(σ) and Φi(σ) are dimensionless scaling functions of the σ

mean field. In the RMF approximation, the contribution of ∆s to the energy density has the same form
as for spin-1/2 fermions but with the spin degeneracy 4. With the standard solutions for the ω and ρ
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meson mean fields, being expressed through baryon densities, the energy density of the model takes
the following form

E[{nb}, {nl}, f ] = ∑
b

Ekin(pF,b, mb Φb( f ), sb) + ∑
l=e,µ

Ekin(pF,l , ml , sl)

+
m4

N f 2

2C2
σ

ησ( f ) +
1

2m2
N

[C2
ωn2

V
ηω( f )

+
C2

ρn2
I

ηρ( f )
+

C2
φn2

S

ηφ( f )

]
, (2)

nV = ∑
b

xωbnb , nI = ∑
b

xρbt3bnb , nS = ∑
H

xφHnH ,

where we introduced the dimensionless scalar field f = gσNχσN(σ)σ/mN , the coupling constant ratios
xMb = gMb/gMN , M = {σ, ω, ρ}, xφH = gφH/gωN , gφN = gφ∆ = 0, and t3b is the isospin projection of
baryon b; the Fermi momentum is related to the fermion density pF,j = (6π2nj/(2sj + 1))1/3 with sj
standing for spin of fermion j = (b, l), l = (e, µ);

CM =
gMNmN

mM
, Cφ =

gωN mN
mφ

. (3)

The scaling functions are

ηω( f ) =
Φ2

ω( f )
χ2

ωN( f )
, ηρ( f ) =

Φ2
ρ( f )

χ2
ρN( f )

, ηφ( f ) =
Φ2

φ( f )

χ2
φH( f )

,

ησ( f ) =
Φ2

σ[σ( f )]
χ2

σN [σ( f )]
+

2 C2
σ

m4
N f 2

U[σ( f )] .

As functions of f , they are constructed to fulfill all necessary constraints. The model uses universal
mass scaling for nucleons and mesons, ΦN = Φm = 1 − f , and universal scaling for coupling
constants χωb( f ) = χωN( f ) and χρb( f ) = χρN( f ), the coupling constant for φ meson remains unscaled,
χφH( f ) = 1, which results in the φ scaling function ηφ = (1− f )2. The scaling ησ( f ) includes also
the scalar meson self-interaction potential U(σ). The vector-meson coupling ratios with baryons xωB
and xρB are chosen following the quark SU(6) symmetry. The baryon coupling ratios with the scalar
field xσB are deduced from the potentials UB(n0) = C2

ωm−2
N xωBn0 − xσB(mN + mNΦN(n0)) in ISM

at the saturation baryon density n = n0. There are large uncertainties in fixing of the ∆ potential
U∆(n0) ≡ U∆ in the literature. The value U∆ = −50 MeV, which results from calculations [19],
is used as the most realistic choice but also a variation of U∆ is performed. The detailed description of
parameters, which we use for all included baryon species, can be found in [11].

Refs. [9–11,14] use models of two kinds, the KVORcut-based models, where one exploits the cut
in ω sector choosing accordingly the ηω( f ) dependence, and the MKVORcut-based models, where
one exploits the cut in ρ sector choosing accordingly the ηρ( f ) dependence. In KVORcut models
without inclusion of hyperons, the ρ− condensate appears by the second-order phase transition and
the influence of the ρ− condensation on the EoS is minor. In MKVOR-based models, the ρ− condensate
(see in Section 2.4) appears by the first-order phase transition and the influence of the ρ− condensation
on the EoS is substantially stronger. In Figure 4, we show neutron-star masses as functions of the radii
for MKVOR*-based models [14]. In MKVOR* models, we prevent the effective nucleon mass from
vanishing at any density. In the MKVOR*∆ model, ∆ isobars are included; in MKVOR*H∆φ model
hyperons, ∆-isobars and φ-mesons are included; in the model MKVOR*∆ρ, ∆ and ρ− condensate are
included; and in MKVOR*H∆φρ model hyperons, ∆, φ and ρ− are included, respectively. As we see,
in the presence of ∆-isobars, the ρ− condensate softens EoS substantially, but, even with its inclusion,
we are able to satisfy the maximum neutron-star mass constraint.
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Figure 4. Neutron star masses versus radii for MKVOR*∆, MKVOR*H∆φ, MKVOR*∆ρ,
MKVOR*H∆φρ models.

2.4. Charged ρ Condensation

The non-Abelian ρ meson field is analogous to the massive gluon field. Ref. [20] demonstrated that,
in a dense nucleon isospin-asymmetric matter at an appropriate decrease of the effective ρ meson mass,
there may occur a charged ρ condensation. Then, the phenomenon of the charged ρ− condensation was
incorporated in the RMF models with scaled hadron masses and coupling constants in [8]. Similarly,
the charged ρ− condensation may appear in very strong magnetic fields [21,22].

The contribution of the charged ρ− meson condensate to the energy density is then given by [14]

∆Ech,ρ[{nb}; f ] = −
C2

ρ

2 m2
N ηρ

(
nI + nρ

)2
θ(−nI − nρ)− µch,ρnch,ρ , (4)

where θ(−nI − nρ) = 1 for nI + nρ < 0 and zero otherwise. The solution for nI + nρ < 0 corresponds

to ρ
(3)
0 =

µch,ρ−mρΦρ

gρχ′ρ
, |ρc|2 =

(−nI−nρ)θ(−nI−nρ)

2 mρ η1/2
ρ χ′ρ

, where nρ = a (mρ Φρ − µch,ρ) , a =
m2

N η1/2
ρ Φρ

C2
ρχ′ρ

. The ρ

charged density is nch,ρ = −2mρΦρ( f )|ρc|2 < 0. The scaling of the non-abelian ρ− ρ interaction χ′ρ is
put unity.

3. Viscosity and Thermal Conductivity Effects at First-Order Phase Transitions in Heavy-Ion
Collisions and Neutron Stars

3.1. Pressure–Baryon Density Behavior at First-Order Phase Transitions

At various first-order phase transitions, the pressure–density behaviour gets a van der Waals form.
It occurs for the nuclear liquid–vapor phase transition, whose signatures are manifested in low-energy
heavy-ion collisions, and might be for quark–hadron phase transition in baryon-rich matter, for phase
transitions to the pion- and kaon- and charged ρ-condensate states in rather massive neutron stars
and might be for nucleon-∆-resonance state transition in ISM, as follows in some models (cf. Figure 6,
which will be demonstrated and discussed below).

In Figure 5, we show typical behaviour of the pressure isotherms as functions of the density
at the first-order liquid–vapor-like phase transition. The horizontal dashed line shows the Maxwell
construction (MC). At equilibrium, the chemical potentials µA = µD. The interval AB corresponds
to a metastable supercooled vapor (SV) and the interval CD, to a metastable overheated liquid (OL).
The interval BC corresponds to an unstable spinodal region.
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Figure 5. Schematic pressure isotherms as functions of the density at a liquid–vapor-like phase
transition. Pc, nc and Tc are the pressure, density and temperature at the critical point.

Calculations [11] show that, with increase of the baryon density in the cold ISM, there may
appear a phase transition to the ∆-rich matter. Pressures as functions of the density in the ISM for
MKVOR* model and MKVOR*∆ model are shown in Figure 6. As is seen, for the values of the
∆ optical potential U∆(n = n0) > −56 MeV, the transition proves to be of the second-order and,
for U∆(n = n0) < −56 MeV, it is of the first-order. Although the most realistic value for the ∆ optical
potential is estimated as U∆(n = n0) ∼ −50 MeV, a variation is allowed. In the case of the first-order
phase transition, the pressure isotherms as functions of the baryon density demonstrate a back-bending.
There are two narrow spinodal regions. A specifics of the back-bending is described in [11]. Note that
the flow constraint [2] is better fulfilled in the presence of the first-order transition to the ∆-rich matter.
A first-order phase transition into a ∆-rich state that we obtained within the MKVOR*∆ model for
U∆ < −56 MeV could manifest itself in an increase of the pion yield at typical energies and momenta
corresponding to the ∆→ πN decays in heavy-ion collision experiments.

Figure 6. Figure from [11]. Pressure as a function of the density in the ISM for MKVOR* model (dashed
line) and MKVOR*∆ model (dotted and solid lines). The hatched region indicates the nucleon flow
constraint [2] in heavy-ion collisions. MC lines indicate the Maxwell construction.

In neutron stars, appearance of a strong phase transition may result in a second neutrino burst if
the transition occurred right after supernova explosion and a hot neutron star formation. A possibility
of the delayed second neutrino burst in SN 1987A event has been considered in [23–25]. It might be
associated with a significant delay of the heat transport to the neutron-star surface if the system is close
to the pion–condensate phase transition. Recently, new arguments have been expressed for that namely
two neutrino bursts were measured during 1987A explosion, one delayed respectively the other one by
4.7 h, cf. [26]. The second burst could then be related to the phase transition of the neutron star to the
pion condensate state. In addition, a phase transition to the pion- or to the kaon–condensate state could
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occur during 10-s-period of the neutron star formation. Moreover, the first-order phase transition,
if it occurs, could result in a blowing off a star matter. In old neutron stars, the first-order phase
transition, if it occurs, could result in a strong star-quake [25,27].

3.2. Hydrodynamical Description

Here, we follow the analysis of works [28–31]. Assume that a nuclear system is rather close to a
critical point of a liquid–vapor-type first-order phase transition. Then, the velocity of a fluctuation
(seed), ~u, is much less than the mean thermal velocity and we may use equations of non-relativistic
non-ideal hydrodynamics: the Navier–Stokes equation, the continuity equation, and equation for the
heat transport:

m∗n [∂tui + (~u∇)ui] = −∇iP +∇k

[
η

(
∇kui +∇iuk −

2
d

δikdiv~u
)
+ ζδikdiv~u

]
, (5)

∂tn + div(n~u) = 0, (6)

T
[

∂s
∂t

+ div(s~u)
]

= div(κ∇T) + η

(
∇kui +∇iuk −

2
d

δikdiv~u
)2

+ ζ(div~u)2 . (7)

n is the density of the conserving charge (here, the baryon density), m∗ is the effective baryon mass,
P is the pressure, η and ζ are the shear and bulk viscosities, d shows the geometry of the fluctuation
(droplets, rods, slabs), T is the temperature, s is the entropy density, and κ is the thermal conductivity.

As an example, we consider a van der Waals fluid. Then, adiabatic trajectories, s̃ ≡ s/n ' const,
for an expansion of a uniform fireball to vacuum, are shown in Figure 7. The SV and the OL regions
are between the MC and the isothermal spinodal (ITS) curves, on the left and on the right, respectively.
The adiabatic spinodal (AS) curve bounds the AS region from above. For s̃cr > s̃ > s̃MC2, where s̃cr

corresponds to the value of the specific entropy s̃ at the critical point and the line with s̃MC2 passes
through the point n/ncr = 3 at T = 0, the system traverses the OL state (the region OL in Figure 7),
the ITS region (below the ITS line) and the AS region (below the AS line). For s̃ > s̃cr, the system
trajectory passes through the SV state (the region SV in Figure 7) and the ITS region.

Figure 7. Figure from [31]. The phase diagram of the van der Waals EoS, T(n)-plane. The bold
solid, dashed and dash-dotted curves demonstrate the boundaries of the MC, the spinodal region at
T = const and s̃ = const, respectively. The short dashed lines show adiabatic trajectories of the system
evolution: the curve labeled scr passes through the critical point; sm, through the maximum pressure
point P(nP,max) on the P(n) plane.

Note that for the quark–hadron first-order phase transition the phase diagram looks a bit different
since then Tc increases with a decrease of the baryon density [32,33]. However presence of this
peculiarity does not change our general analysis given here.
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Note that, for the hadron–quark transition in heavy-ion collisions, besides a possibility of the
first-order phase transition, one also discusses a possibility of the crossover. The latter transition is
expected at collision energies achievable at RHIC (Brookhaven) and LHC (CERN). Lattice calculations
performed for a baryon-less matter also indicate on the crossover transition. For lower collision
energies relevant for NICA (Dubna) and FAIR (Darmstadt) facilities, one expects to find signatures
of the first-order phase transition. Although it is not excluded that even in the NICA-FAIR range of
the collision energies the hadron–quark transition is the crossover, in this review, I focus only on the
description of the signatures of the first-order phase transition.

All thermodynamic quantities can be expanded near an arbitrary reference point (nr, Tr),
or (nr, s̃r), which we assume to be close to the critical point. The Landau free energy in the variables
δn = n− ncr, δT = T − Tcr, δ(δFL)/δ(δn) = P− Pf + PMC is as follows:

δFL =
∫ d3x

ncr

{
cm∗[∇(δn)]2

2
+

λm∗ 3(δn)4

4
− λv2m∗(δn)2

2
− εδn

}
, (8)

where ε = Pf − PMC is expressed through the pressure at the MC. The maximum of the quantity ε is
εm = 4λv3/(3

√
3). The first term in Equation (8) is due to the surface tension, δFL,surf = σS, S is the

surface of the seed. For the van der Waals equation of state:

v2(T) = −4
δTn2

crm∗ 2

Tcr
, σ = σ0

|δT|3/2

T3/2
cr

, σ0 = 32m∗n2
crTcrc. (9)

Using Equation (6), and keeping only linear terms in u, since near the critical point processes
develop slowly, v2 ∝ −δT, we rewrite Equation (5) in the dimensionless variables δρ = vψ, ξi = xi/l,
i = 1, · · · , d, d = 3 for seeds of spherical geometry, τ = t/t0 as

−β
∂2ψ

∂τ2 = ∆ξ

(
∆ξ ψ + 2ψ(1− ψ2) + ε̃− ∂ψ

∂τ

)
, (10)

l =
(

2c
λv2

)1/2
, t0 =

2(d̃ηr + ζr)

λv2ncrm∗cr
, ε̃ =

2ε

λv3 , β =
cn2

crm∗ 2
cr

(d̃ηr + ζr)2
,

and d̃ = 2(d− 1)/d. One often speculates about a manifestation of fluctuations as a measure of the
closeness to the critical quark–hadron first-order phase transition point in the course of heavy-ion
collisions. As we demonstrate, processes near the critical point are frozen (critical slowing down).
Thereby, at least a region very close to the critical point can hardly be manifested via abnormal
fluctuations in the course of heavy-ion collisions since these fluctuations do not have enough time
to develop.

Equation (10) is supplemented by Equation (7) for the heat transport, which owing to Equation (6)
after linearization simplifies to

Tcr

[
∂tδs− scr(ncr)

−1∂tδn
]
= κr∆δT. (11)

The variation of the temperature is related to the variation of the entropy density s[n, T] by
δT ' Tcr(cV,r)

−1 (δs− (∂s/∂n)T,crδn) . Note that the reference point differs from the critical point,
although we take the reference point in the vicinity of the critical point. This circumstance is important
for the determination of the specific heat density cV,r and transport coefficients, whereas other
quantities are already smooth functions of n, T.

Equation (10) differs from the standard Ginzburg–Landau equation exploited in condensed
matter theory. The difference disappears, if one puts the bracket-term in the r.h.s. of Equation (10)
to zero. This procedure is not legitimate for consideration of fluctuations at a short time. Thereby,
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there exists an initial stage of the dynamics of seeds (t <∼ tinit), which is not described by the standard
Ginzburg–Landau equation [28,29].

The time scale for the relaxation of the density following Equation (10) is tρ ∝ R, where R is
the size of a seed (after awhile, an overcritical seed begins to grow with a constant velocity already
following the standard Ginzburg–Landau equation), and the time scale for the relaxation of the
entropy/temperature, following Equation (11), is

tT = R2cV,r/κr ∝ R2. (12)

The evolution of a seed is governed by the slowest mode. Thus, for tT(R) < tρ(R), i.e.,
for R < Rfog (Rfog is the typical size of the seed at which tρ = tT), dynamics of seeds is controlled
by Equation (10) for the density mode. For seeds with sizes R > Rfog, tT ∝ R2 exceeds tρ ∝ R and
growth of seeds is slowed down. Thereby, the number of seeds with the size R ∼ Rfog may increase
with time. For the quark–hadron phase transition Rfog ∼ 0.1–1 fm and for the nuclear liquid–vapor
transition Rfog ∼ 1–10 fm <∼ Rfb(t f .o.), where Rfb(tf.o.) is the fireball size at the freeze out, tf.o. is the
fireball evolution time till freeze out. Thus, thermal conductivity effects may manifest themselves in
heavy-ion collision dynamics.

There are only two dimensionless parameters in Equation (10), ε̃ and β. The parameter ε̃ is
responsible for a difference between the Landau free energies of the metastable and stable states.
For tρ � tT (isothermal stage), ε̃ ' const and dependence on this quantity disappears because
of ∆ξ ε̃ ' 0. Then, dynamics is controlled by the parameter β, which characterizes an inertia. It is
expressed in terms of the surface tension and the viscosity as

β = (32Tcr)
−1[d̃ηr + ζr]

−2σ2
0 m∗. (13)

The larger is the viscosity and the smaller is the surface tension, the effectively more viscous
(inertial) is the fluidity of seeds. For β � 1, one deals with the regime of effectively viscous fluid
and at β� 1, with the regime of perfect fluid, for the nuclear liquid–vapor phase transition typically
β ∼ 0.01, and for the quark–hadron phase transition β ∼ 0.02–0.2, even for very low value of the
ratio η/s ' 1/(4π). The latter quantity characterizes fluidity ultra-relativistic systems where viscosity
proves to be very small but finite [34]. In the case of baryon-rich matter, one deals with effectively
very viscous fluidity of density fluctuations in both nuclear liquid–vapor and quark–hadron phase
transitions. An interplay between viscosity, surface tension, and thermal conductivity effects is
responsible for the typical size of the fluctuations.

In neutron stars, an overcritical pion–condensate drop reaches a size R ∼ 0.1 km for t ∼ 10−3 s
by the growth of the density mode. Then, it may reach R ∼ (1–10) km for t ∼ 10 s up to several
hours (rather than for typical collapse time ∼ 10−3 s) with a delay owing to neutrino heat transport to
the surface (effect of thermal conductivity) that strongly depends on the value of the pion softening
(see in the next section), which is stronger for most massive neutron stars, cf. [23–25]. In addition,
the dynamics of the pion–condensate transition is specific since it occurs in inhomogeneous state,~k 6= 0.
The seeds of the liquid-crystal-like state are elongated in the process of their growth [35], and such an
effect is observed in liquid crystals.

It is well known that at, least in the mean-field approximation, the ITS line and AS line are
different. From the exact thermodynamic relation, one gets

u2
s̃ = u2

T +
T

nm∗cV

[(
∂P
∂T

)

n

]2
.

The variable us̃, u2
s̃ = m−1(∂P/∂n)s̃ has the meaning of the adiabatic sound velocity (at s̃ = const)

and uT , u2
T = m−1(∂P/∂n)T of the isothermal sound velocity (at T = const). The former quantity

characterizes propagation of sound waves in ideal hydrodynamics. In non-ideal hydrodynamics at
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finite values of the thermal conductivity, κ, the propagation of sound waves is defined by the interplay
between uT and us̃. The conditions uT = 0 and us̃ = 0 define on a T(n) plane the ITS line and
AS line. The maximum temperature points on these lines are the critical temperature Tcr (on ITS
line) and the adiabatic maximum temperature TP,max (on AS line). In the mean-field approximation,
cV has finite non-negative values. Therefore, u2

T ≤ 0 on the AS line (us̃ = 0). Note that, as we have
mentioned, even in the region near the critical point, where thermodynamic fluctuations are strong
(fluctuation region), a mean-field treatment can be applied in dynamics, since the system spends
in this region a shorter time than the time needed for a development of the critical fluctuations.
Calculations performed in mean-field models show that Tcr is significantly higher than TP,max, e.g.,
within the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model, one obtains TP,max ∼ Tcr/2 ' 45 MeV for the chiral
transition. At such small temperatures as TP,max, the chiral and deconfinement transitions are unlikely
in heavy-ion collisions.

To find onset of instabilities, consider dynamic variables a = (n, s, T) to be modulated as
δa = δa0exp[γt + i~p~r]. For p � pT , where pT is the mean thermal momentum, from the linearized
equations of non-ideal hydrodynamics, one may find the increment γ(p),

γ2 = −p2


u2

T +
( 4

3 η + ζ)γ

m∗n
+ cp2 +

u2
s̃ − u2

T

1 + κp2

(cV γ)


 .

The solutions are two density modes (existing even in the limit κ = 0) and one thermal mode
(existing only for κ 6= 0).

For the limiting case of zero shear and bulk viscosities and non-zero, but small thermal
conductivity, for −u2

T � 1, i.e., slightly below the ITS line, for the most rapidly growing mode
γ = γm, p = pm � pT , one gets

γm '
κu4

T
4ccVu2

s̃
, p2

m ' −u2
T/(2c) .

For any small but finite value κ, the solution γm results in instability already for u2
T < 0 (i.e., below

the ITS line). On the contrary, in case κ = η = ζ = 0, i.e., within ideal hydrodynamics, the instability
appears, when the system trajectory crosses the AS line rather than the ITS line. Since, in reality κ 6= 0,
it is possible to conclude that the instability condition u2

s̃ < 0 should be replaced in favor of u2
T < 0.

For large values of κ, the density mode proves to be the most rapidly growing one, but the condition
for the onset of instability, u2

T = 0, is not changed. For β� 1 (e.g. for a large viscosity), we get

γm '
−u2

Tm∗ncr

4η/3 + ζ
, p2

m ' −u2
T
√

β/c .

Note that in condensed matter physics a transition from a liquid to a glass state can be interpreted
as a first-order phase transition occurring within a spinodal region at a very high viscosity [35].
Then, there appears an order at several Å- scale, which transforms in a disorder at larger distances.

According to our findings, spinodal instabilities may manifest themselves in experiments with
heavy ions in some collision energy interval that corresponds to the first-order phase transition region
of the QCD phase diagram. One of the possible signatures is a manifestation of fluctuations with
a typical size r ∼ 1/pm in the rapidity spectra (see details in Ref. [30]). In conclusion, we note that
viscosity and thermal conductivity are driving forces of the first-order liquid–vapor and quark-gluon
phase transitions and the spinodal instability occurs for T below the ITS line.

The above considered are the first-order phase transitions of the liquid–vapor type when there
exists only one conserved charge, as the baryon number in heavy-ion collisions. In BEM of neutron
stars, there are two conserved charges, the baryon and the lepton ones. In this case, the equilibrium
configuration is a mixed pasta phase [36], which appears provided a surface tension is below a critical
value σc, cf. [37]. Finite-size screening effects prove to be very important [38]. They were studied on
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examples of the quark–hadron first-order phase transition [38,39] and the kaon–condensate phase
transition [40]. For the quark–hadron first-phase transition, σc ∼ 60 MeV/fm2. It was shown that,
in both cases, the P(n) behaviour is close to that given by the MC. In [41], the finite-size effects in the
nuclear pasta phase in the inner neutron-star crust have been considered.

4. Pions and Kaons in Dense Baryon Matter

We treated nuclear systems on the mean-field level above. Pions and kaons are pseudoscalar
Goldstone-like particles and they do not contribute to EoS on the mean-field level. For their description,
medium-polarization effects are important. Different processes involved in nuclear phenomena
occurring on the hadron level are characterized by various energy-momentum and time-length scales.
Of the order of the confinement radius rΛ are scales associated with masses of heavy mesons such
as σ, ω and ρ (r ∼ rσ ∼ 1/mσ, r ∼ rω ∼ 1/mω, r ∼ rρ ∼ 1/mρ) and with nucleons, rN ∼ 1/mN .
In description of in-medium pions and kaons at n <∼ several n0, T <∼ 100 MeV, we treat these scales
as short-ranged. Typical low momenta are k ∼ mπ and k ∼ pF ∼ 1/(2 mπ), where mπ ' 140 MeV is
the pion mass and pF is the Fermi momentum of the nucleon, which corresponds to the length scales
r ∼ 1/mπ and r ∼ 1/pF, respectively. These latter scales are treated as long-ranged microscopic scales.
Time scales that correspond to low energies are ∼ 1/εF (εF is the Fermi energy of nucleons ' 40 MeV
in ISM for n = n0), ∼1/mπ and ∼1/ω∆ (ω∆ = m∆ −mN ' 2.1 mπ is the energy gap for the excitation
of ∆ isobars). Minimal energy scale of our interest is ω̃(n), where ω̃ ≤ mπ is an effective pion gap
(see Figure 9 below). This energy scale arises due to a collective pion softening effect appearing for
nucleon densities n > n(1)

c ' (0.5–0.8 ) n0, cf. [25,42].
Consider the Fermi-liquid approach with the explicit incorporation of the in-medium pion

exchange. For zero temperature, it was formulated by A. B. Migdal in Ref. [43], and, then, the approach
was generalized for finite temperatures and non-equilibrium systems, cf. [25,42,44,45]. Within this
approach, the long-range processes are treated explicitly, whereas short-range processes are described
by local quantities approximated by phenomenological, so-called Landau–Migdal, parameters. At low
excitation energies, the retarded NN interaction amplitude is presented as follows:

= + + , (14)

where

= + . (15)

The solid line stands for a nucleon, the double-line, for a ∆ isobar. At a higher temperature,
the ∆∆−1 diagrams should be included [44]. The doubly-dashed line corresponds to the exchange
of the free pion with inclusion of the contributions of the residual s-wave πNN interaction and ππ

scattering, i.e., the residual irreducible interaction to the nucleon particle-hole and delta-nucleon
hole insertions. The empty block in Equation (15) is irreducible with respect to the particle-hole,
delta-nucleon hole and pion states and is thereby essentially more local than contributions given by
explicitly presented graphs. It is given by

Γω
~nαβ,~n′γδ = F~n,~n′δαβδγδ + G~n,~n′~σαβ~σγδ , (16)

where ~σ is the Pauli matrix, F and G are functions dependent on the direction of the momenta of
incoming and outgoing nucleon and hole at the Fermi surface. One introduces the dimensionless
amplitudes f~n,~n′ = C−1

0 F~n,~n′ and g~n,~n′ = C−1
0 G~n,~n′ where C−1

0 = m∗N(n0)pF(n0)/π2 is the density of
states at the Fermi surface for n = n0. The amplitudes f~p,~p′ and g~p,~p′ are then expanded in the Legendre
polynomials with the coefficients known as Landau–Migdal parameters. In most cases, it is sufficient
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to deal with zero and first harmonics. These harmonics can be extracted from comparison with the
data or can be computed within some models.

The irreducible part of the interaction involving ∆ isobar is constructed similarly to Equation (15).
The main part of the N∆ interaction is due to the pion exchange. Although information on the local part
of the N∆ interaction is scarce, one concludes [25] that the corresponding Landau–Migdal parameters
are essentially smaller then those for NN interaction. Therefore, and also for the sake of simplicity,
we neglect this term.

The spectrum of the particle excitations is determined by the spectral function given by the
imaginary part of the retarded Green function A = −2ImGR. Resummation of diagrams shown
in Equation (14) yields the following Dyson equation for the retarded pion Green function GR and
self-energy ΣR,

= + + + ΣR
res .

(17)

Here, ΣR
res is a residual retarded pion self-energy that includes the contribution of all diagrams,

which are not presented explicitly in Equation (17), like the s-wave πN and ππ scattering (included by
doubly-dashed line in Equation (15)). The full vertex takes into account NN correlations

= +

. (18)

Resummation of Equation (14) yields in the spin-isospin channel

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

C0 g
′

1− C0 g′
+

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(�τ1�τ2 ) (�σ1�σ2 )

. (19)

The total resummed NN interaction reads

ΓR
NN = C0[F + F′~τ1~τ2 + (G + G′~τ1~τ2)~σ1~σ2] + f 2

πNNTπ~σ1~k ·~σ2~k , (20)

and fπNN '= 1/mπ is the pion–nucleon P-wave coupling. First, three square-bracketed terms of
Equation (20) arise due to the loop-resummation of the empty block graphs in Equation (15), whereas
the last term of Equation (20) is due to the contribution of the second diagram of Equation (15).
Amplitudes F , F′, G, G′, and Tπ are expressed with the help of the dimensionless Landau–Migdal
parameters f , f ′, g, g′, related to the local NN-interaction in the particle-hole channel

F = f Γ( f ), F′ = f ′Γ( f ′),

G = gΓ(g), G′ = g′Γ(g′), (21)

Tπ = Γ2(g′)GR
π(ω, k) = Γ2(g′)/[ω2 −m2

π − k2 − ΣR(ω, k)].

The Landau–Migdal parameters f = ( fnn + fnp)/2, f ′ = ( fnn − fnp)/2 in the scalar channel
are expressed via the nucleon incompressibility and can be calculated already on the mean-field
level, cf. [10,46]. Calculation of the spin-parameters g = (gnn + gnp)/2, g′ = (gnn − gnp)/2 needs to
incorporate the contribution in the NN interaction beyond the mean-field Hartree-level.

For small energies ω � mπ and for momenta k <∼ pF, expression for Γ(x), where x = f , f ′, g, g′,
simplifies, since at such energies the ∆ – nucleon hole (∆N−1) contribution in Equation (17) is a smooth
function of ω and k, and, doing particle–hole resummation, one can explicitly take into account only
the NN−1 loop. Then,

Γ(x) ' 1/ [1 + 2xpF/pF(n0)] . (22)
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There were found two sets of the parameters fitted to atomic-nucleus experiments, cf. [47],
being f ' 0.25, f ′ ' 1, g ' 0.5, g′ ' 1 and f ' 0, f ′ ' 0.5–0.6, g ' 0.05± 0.1, g′ ' 1.1± 0.1.
Uncertainties in numerical values appear due to attempts to get the best fit to experimental data in
each specific case modifying the parametrization used for the residual part of the NN interaction.
All of these numerical values of the parameters relate to ISM and the density n ' n0, whereas there
is no direct experimental information on their values for n > n0 and for asymmetric matter. There
exist various calculations of the Landau–Migdal parameters as functions of the density for symmetric
nuclear matter and for the neutron matter.

To simplify, we may present the spectral function of pions in ISM and for π0 at arbitrary isospin
composition as

Aπ(ω, k) '∑
i

2π δ
(
ω−ωi(k)

)
[
2ω− ∂ReΣR

π(ω,k)
∂ω

]
ωi(k)

+
2β0kω

ω̃4(k) + β2
0k2ω2

θ(ω < pFk/mN) , (23)

and the sum is over the quasiparticle-like branches. The second term is due to virtual particle-hole
modes. For n = n0 in ISM, one estimates β0 ' 0.7.

The quantity

−GR−1
π (µπ , k) = ω̃2(k) = k2 + m2

π − µ2
π + ReΣπ(µπ , k) (24)

has the meaning of the squared effective pion gap with a typical behaviour as shown in Figure 9.
At n > n(1)

c (in ISM n(1)
c ' 0.5–0.8 n0), the quantity ω̃2 develops a roton-like minimum

ω̃2(k) ' ω̃2(k0) + γ0(k2 − k2
0)

2/4 k2
0 with some density dependent parameters γ0 ∼ 1, k0 ' pF

and the effective pion gap ω̃(k0) ≡ ω̃ proves to be < mπ . The effective pion gap determines the degree
of the pion-mode softening. The matter for n > n(1)

c can be treated as a liquid phase of a quantum pion
condensate [35,44,48]. At normal nuclear density in ISM, one estimates ω̃2(n0) ' 0.8. For n < n(1)

c ,
there is no minimum at a finite momentum k and there is no pion softening effect thereby. In the BEM,
the pion chemical potentials (µπ+ 6= µπ− 6= 0, µπ0 = 0) are determined from equilibrium conditions
for the reactions involving pions. In the neutron star matter, µπ− follows from the condition of the
chemical quasi-equilibrium with respect to the reactions n→ pπ− and n→ peν̄: µπ− = µe = εFn− εFp,
where εFn, εFp are the Fermi energies of the neutron and proton. For small-size systems like atomic
nucleus, one should put µπ+ = µπ− = µπ0 = 0.

The spectrum of pion quasiparticles possesses three branches for π±,0 in the ISM and for π0 in
asymmetric matter (N 6= Z). The spectrum computed for n = n0 in ISM is shown in Figure 8. In the
region ω >∼ mπ , there are two branches: the ∆ branch and the pion branch. For ω < mπ , there is the
spin-sound branch (with ω → 0 when k→ 0). The hatches show the regions on the (ω, k) plane with
a non-vanishing pion width, calculated within the quasiparticle approximation for nucleons and ∆
isobars. The pion spectral function calculated beyond the quasiparticle approximation for nucleons and
∆s is more involved even for ω >∼ mπ . In the lower hatched region, at ω < kpF and k ∼ pF, there are no
quasiparticle branches at all and the pion width cannot be neglected. This is the region of the Landau
damping in the nucleon particle-hole channel. The pion spectral function is enhanced in this region of
ω and k for n > n(1)

c ∼ (0.5–0.8) n0. The lowest-energy state determining by the pole of the pion Green
function is iβ0ω ' ω̃2(k0) with β0 > 0 appeared due to the Landau damping. Thus, for ω̃2(k0) > 0,
the pion excitations die out with time exponentially ∝ exp(−ω̃2(k0) t/β0). With an increase of n,
the quantity ω̃2(k0) decreases and may become negative for n > nc,π .

The spectrum of π+ and π− in isospin asymmetric matter is also reconstructed. For purely
neutron matter, it can be found in [25,43].
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Figure 8. Figure from [49]. (a) pion spectrum in ISM at the nuclear saturation density. Dash-dotted
lines are the vacuum spectra of pions and ∆. Solid lines show quasiparticle branches of pion excitations
in medium provided one neglects effects of the particle widths. The contour plot depicts the spectral
density of virtual pions; (b) invariant differential cross section of pion production in Au+Au collisions
with energy 1 GeV per nucleon as a function of the pion kinetic energy in the center-of-mass system in
comparison with experimental data [50] (squares stand for π+ mesons and circles for π−).

For ω̃2(k0) < 0, the classical pion field begins to grow exponentially during a passage of a
time as exp(|ω̃2(k0)| t/β0). Thus, the change in the sign of ω̃2 at n = nπ

c marks the critical point
of a phase transition to a liquid-crystal-like state or solid-like state (depending on the parameters
of the matter under consideration, pion species and other conditions) with a classical pion field
(a pion condensate). The value of the critical density nπ

c depends on the values of the Landau–Migdal
parameters, which are badly known especially for asymmetric matter and for densities significantly
larger than n0. Nevertheless, some estimations can be given. Various experiments have shown that the
pion condensation does not manifest itself in atomic nuclei as a volume effect, see Ref. [25]. Different,
although model-dependent, estimations indicate that nπ

c ∼ (1.5–3) n0, depending on the pion species,
the proton-to-neutron ratio and the model used. For example, variational calculations [51] yield
nπ

c ' 2 n0 for ISM and nπ
c ' 1.3 n0 for π0 mesons in the neutron matter.

Assuming that strong interactions manage to keep nuclear system in local quasi-equilibrium up
to its breakup and considering the fireball break up as prompt, for the pion distribution of the given
species at infinity one gets [25,42,52,53]

dNπ

d3rd3k
= 2

√
m2

π + k2
∫ ∞

0

dω

(2π)4
A(ω, k, T(t0,~r), n(t0,~r))

eω/T(t0,~r) − 1
. (25)

This expression relates the resulting particle yield to the in-medium spectral density, A,
of excitations, calculated at a freeze out density n(t0,~r) and the temperature T(t0,~r). It is assumed
that the state has no time to be changed, provided a typical time scale characterizing the fireball
expansion τexp(n(t0,~r)) ∼ (u/u̇)|t0 < 1/|ω−

√
m2

π + k2|. This condition is definitely fulfilled for the
pion branch and partially for the ∆ branch for k >∼ 1.5 mπ , but not for virtual particle-hole modes with
pion quantum numbers, which can be treated in an opposite, adiabatic approximation. Thus, one can
drop contribution of the second term in Equation (23) related to particle-hole excitations with the pion
quantum numbers, which have time to die out at the break up stage. Note that the pion momentum is
conserved in this sudden freeze out model, but the pion energy is not conserved. The energy of the
purely pion sub-system is not conserved. The conservation of the total energy is recovered with taking
into account of the energy of the nucleon sub-system.

Exploiting this model for the Au+Au collision at energy∼1 GeV per nucleon using the in-medium
pion spectrum at freeze-out parameters nb, Tb from [42], we obtain the pion yield displayed on the right
panel in Figure 8, cf. [49]. A good overall agreement with experimental data for pion momenta 300 MeV
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< k < 700 MeV is found. Note that the smaller the collision energy, the more pronounced should be the
effect of the pion–nucleon interaction on the pion differential cross section. On the contrary, with the
increase of the collision energy, the pion softening effects become less pronounced. However, for the
baryon-less matter and for T >∼ mπ as occurs at RHIC and LHC energies, the in-medium polarization
effects become pronounced again [54,55].

Typical density behavior of ω̃2(k0) (for π±, π0 in ISM and for π0 at N � Z) is demonstrated in
Figure 9.

For n < n(1)
c , ω̃2(k) has a minimum for k = k0 = 0, i.e., ω̃2(k0 = 0) = m2

π . Thereby, one may
expect a stiffening of the NN interaction for n < n(1)

c and, oppositely, the softening for n > n(1)
c .

At the critical point of the pion condensation, n = nπ
c , the value ω̃2(k0), at artificially neglected

ππ fluctuations, changes the sign (see the dashed line in Figure 9).1 Without taking into account
pion fluctuation effects, the pion condensate appears via a second-order phase transition. In reality,
the ππ fluctuations are significant in the vicinity of the critical point and the phase transition is of
the first order [44,48,56]. Therefore, we depict branches in Figure 9 (solid curves) with positive and
negative values of ω̃2(k0). Calculations in Ref. [48] performed in the Thomas–Fermi approximation
demonstrated that, at n > nπ

c , the free energy of the state with ω̃2(k0) > 0 and without the pion mean
field becomes larger than the free energy of the state with ω̃2(k0) < 0 and a finite pion mean field.
Therefore, at n > nπ

c , the state with ω̃2(k0) > 0 is metastable and the state with ω̃2(k0) < 0 and the
pion mean field ϕπ 6= 0 becomes the ground state. Note that, although qualitative behaviours of the
effective pion gap for π− and π0 mesons in BEM are similar, quantitatively the corresponding values
ω̃ are different. Only simplifying, one may exploit the very same dependence shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Typical density dependence of the effective pion gap squared. The line 1a shows ω̃2(k0, n)
for n(1)

c < n < nπ
c . For n > nπ

c , the stable state is shown by the line 3. Line 2 demonstrates the
quantity ω̃2(k0, n) that characterizes a softening of the pion spectrum in the presence of the pion
condensate. Line 1c shows a metastable phase in the system where the ground state contains the pion
condensate and line 1b demonstrates a possible saturation of the pion softening effect that could be,
if the Landau–Migdal parameter g

′
, or g, may increase with an increase of the density.

The quantity ω̃2(k0) demonstrates how much the virtual (particle-hole) mode with pion quantum
numbers is softened at the given density. Typical momentum transferred in two-nucleon reaction
is k ' pF. For the symmetric nuclear matter at n = n0, the ratio α = G0,−1

π (0, pF)/G−1
π (0, pF) ' 6,

where −G0,−1
π (0, pF) ' m2

π + p2
F, and −G−1

π (0, pF) = ω̃2(pF). We note that this pion softening [25,43]
does not significantly enhance the NN scattering cross section for n = n0 because of the simultaneous

1 In order to avoid misunderstanding, by the pion condensation we understand the liquid-crystal-like or solid-like phases
(of an inhomogeneous k0 6= 0 condensate) rather than a liquid phase mentioned above.
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essential suppression of the πNN vertex by nucleon–nucleon correlations. Indeed, the ratio of the NN
cross sections calculated with the free one-pion exchange (FOPE) and medium one-pion exchange
(MOPE) models for NN interaction equals

R =
σ[FOPE]
σ[MOPE]

' Γ4(ω ' 0, k ' pF)(m2
π + p2

F)
2

ω̃4(pF)
, (26)

where Γ is the vertex dressing factor determined by Equations (18) and (22), and Γ(n0) ' 0.4. For n <∼ n0,
one has R <∼ 1, whereas already for n = 2 n0 this estimate yields R ∼ 10. Thus, following Equation (26),
one can evaluate the NN interaction for n > n0 with the help of the MOPE, i.e., one approximately has

≈ . (27)

Here, the bold wavy line relates to the in-medium pion. In the soft-pion approximation, the same
one-pion exchange determines also interaction in the particle–particle channel

≈ . (28)

For example, this quantity determines the NN interaction entering neutrino emissivities of the
two-nucleon processes (see the next section).

Kaons as pions are also modified in nuclear matter. Here, the most important are hyperon—
nucleon-hole diagrams [57,58] and the s-wave scattering kaon–nucleon interaction being stronger in
the kaon case. On the left panel of Figure 10 a spectral density of K− excitations in ISM at saturation
is shown. On the right panel, results are presented of calculations of the invariant differential cross
section of K− production in Ni+Ni collisions with energy 1.8 GeV per nucleon as the function of the
kaon kinetic energy in the center-of-mass system [59] in comparison with the experimental data [60,61].
For these calculations, one used the spectral function of K− shown on the left panel and the prompt
freeze-out model (see Equation (25) above). As above, the fireball dynamics were considered within
the expanding fireball model [42]. We see a good overall agreement of calculations taking into account
of in-medium polarization effects with the data.
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Figure 10. Figure from [49]. (a) spectral density of K− excitations in ISM at saturation. The upper curve
shows the position of the quasiparticle kaon branch. Dashed curves border the (Λp−1) continuum.
Thin lines between them depict the ascending levels of kaon spectral density; (b) invariant differential
cross section of K− production in Ni+Ni collisions with energy 1.8 GeV per nucleon as the function of
the kaon kinetic energy in the center-of-mass system in comparison with experimental data [60,61].
The solid line depicts calculations with the in-medium spectral density, and the dashed line shows the
results for the free kaon spectrum.
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5. Pion Softening and Neutrino Emission from Neutron Stars

After first tens of seconds (at most hours), the typical temperature of a neutron star decreases
below the neutrino-opacity temperature Topac ∼ MeV. For T < Topac, the neutrino mean-free path
becomes longer than the star radius and neutrinos are radiated directly from the star interior without
subsequent rescattering [62–66]. Hence, the star can be considered for neutrinos as a warm “white”
body. In this sense, the problem is somewhat similar to the problem of the di-lepton radiation from
the nuclear fireball prepared in heavy-ion collisions. Typically averaged lepton energy (∼several T)
is much larger than the nucleon particle width ΓN ∼ T2/εF. Therefore, nucleons can be treated
within the quasiparticle approximation. Then, the processes can be separated according to their
phase space: the direct Urca (DU) one-nucleon processes, n → peν̄ (if they are not forbidden by the
energy-momentum conservation) have the largest emissivity, εν ∝ T6 for non-superfluid systems, the
modified Urca (MU) two-nucleon processes nn→ npeν̄, np→ ppeν̄ and nucleon bremstrahlung (NB)
processes nn → nnνν̄, np → npνν̄, have a lesser emissivity, εν ∝ T8, and so on. The DU emissivity
proves to be so high that if DU reactions occurred in a majority of neutron stars, they could not be
visible in soft X-rays in disagreement with observations. The requirement of the absence of the DU
processes in neutron stars with M < 1.5 M� puts a constraint [1,8,67] on the density dependence of
the symmetry energy, which is also an important quantity for the description of heavy-ion reactions.
Within EoSs that we use (KVORcut-based and MKVOR-based), the one-nucleon DU processes are
forbidden by energy-momentum conservation at least for light (M ∼ 1 M�) and medium-heavy
<∼ 1.5 M� neutron stars and the most efficient reactions become processes involving two nucleons.

In the so-called standard scenario of the neutron star cooling [68,69], the processes were calculated
without taking into account in-medium effects. The MU processes were considered as the most
important channel for temperatures up to T ∼ 108–109 K. Then, based on the standard scenario,
the so-called minimal cooling paradigm was proposed [70], where medium effects were assumed to play
only a minor role. For evaluation of the MU and the NB neutrino emissivity within this paradigm,
one uses the FOPE model of Friman and Maxwell [71]. The density dependence of the reaction rates
calculated with the FOPE model is very weak and thereby the neutrino radiation from a neutron star
depends very weakly on the star mass. It proves to be that the existing data on the time dependence of
the surface temperatures of pulsars are then hardly explained. The agreement can be achieved only
with inclusion of the efficient DU reaction in a majority of neutron stars and at the price that neutron
stars measured in soft X-rays should then have approximately the same masses. The latter assumption
disagrees with a broad distribution of neutron stars over the masses, as follows from the population
synthesis modeling. Based on the assumption that the mass distribution of those objects for which
surface temperatures are measured is similar to the one extracted, e.g., from a population synthesis
analysis and from supernova simulations, the very efficient DU reaction should be forbidden in the
majority of the former neutron stars. We add here that measurements of the high masses of the pulsars
PSR J1614-2230 [72,73] and PSR J0348-0432 [4] and of the low masses for PSR J0737-3039B [74] for the
companion of PSR J1756-2251 [75,76] and the companion of PSR J0453+1559 have provided the proof
for the existence of neutron stars with masses varying at least from 1.2 to 1.97 M�.

Refs. [25,62–66] calculated the rate of the two-nucleon processes taking into account in-medium
effects. As we have argued, for n >∼ n0, the NN interaction amplitude might be mainly controlled by
the soft pion exchange. Thus, instead of the FOPE-based MU diagram

(29)
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(zig-zag line corresponds to the free pion, dot, to the free vertices), one has as a generalization a
medium one-pion exchange (MOPE) for the medium-modified Urca (MMU) processes:

n

π0

l

p

n

n

n

ν̄

,
π0

π+

n

n

n

p

ν̄

l

,

π0

π+

n−1

n

n

n

p

ν̄

l

, (30)

where the bold-wavy line corresponds to the dressed pion and the hatched vertex takes into
account the NN correlations. The first diagram naturally generalizes the corresponding MU (FOPE)
contribution (29). Evaluations have shown that it gives a smaller contribution in the emissivity for
n >∼ n0 than what comes from the processes occurring through intermediate reaction states, as shown
by the second and third diagrams (30). Note that these diagrams are absent, if one approximates the
nucleon–nucleon interaction by a two-body potential.

At T < Tc
<∼ (0.1–1), MeV nucleons form Cooper pairs. The emissivities of the processes with

participation of nucleons are then suppressed by the corresponding phase-space suppression factors.
However, a new nucleon pair-breaking-formation (PBF) reaction channel N → Nνν̄ is opened up for
T < Tc, cf. [64,65,77]. This process was also included in calculations of the neutrino emissivity within
the minimal cooling paradigm [70,78].

On the other hand, the nuclear medium cooling scenario was developed, where besides the
MMU processes and the medium-modified nucleon bremstrahlung (MNB) processes [63], the PBF
processes [64,65,79–81] and other ones were incorporated. The results of calculations were confronted
to the data [67,82–86] demonstrating an overall agreement of calculations with the data already without
necessity to include the DU channel. An example of such calculations is presented in Figure 11, where
the cooling curves are shown being computed with MKVOR EoS [87]. The effective pion gap was used
following the solid curve 1a + 1b in Figure 9. The pairing 1S0 gaps correspond to calculations with the
EEHO model, cf. similar results of calculations with DD2 EoS in Figure 3 of [86].

Figure 11. Figure from H. Grigorian calculations with MKVOR EoS [87]. T∞
s is the redshifted surface

temperature, t is the neutron star age. The effective pion gap is given by the solid curve 1a + 1b in
Figure 9. The pairing 1S0 gaps correspond to calculations with the EEHO model. The mass range is
shown in the legend.
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6. Viscosity of Neutron-Star Matter and r-Modes in Rotating Pulsars

Neutron stars are typically formed rapidly rotating with a Kepler rotation frequency νin ∼ 1 kHz.
However, the majority of young (<∼105 y age) pulsars have rotation frequencies less than 10 Hz, and the
fastest young pulsar PSR J0537-6910 (of age ∼5000 y) rotates with the frequency ν = ν

young
max = 62 Hz.

An efficient mechanism allowing to decelerate rotation of a neutron star already at an early stage of its
evolution is the r-mode instability [88,89]. The r-mode oscillations, related to Rossby waves in Earth
atmosphere and oceans, lead to emission of gravitational waves, which carry away most of the initial
angular momentum of a star and the star rotation decelerates. The r-modes would grow exponentially
for any rotation frequency, if not a damping because of a viscosity of a warm neutron star matter [90].
The typical temperature in the interior of a pulsar of age ∼5000 y is ∼2× 107–5× 108 K, depending on
the mass of the star and the cooling scenario, whereas the r-mode instability proves to be the strongest
at higher temperatures T ∼ 109 K. Hence, young pulsars have passed through an instability phase
during their early history and thus one should demonstrate that, after the instability phase, the pulsar
frequencies remain larger than ν

young
max . Different mechanisms for suppression of the instability were

studied. Most attempts were spent to find appropriate arguments to increase the values of shear and
bulk viscosities, increasing thereby damping of modes. However, it was concluded, e.g., see [91],
that the minimum value of the frequency at the r-mode stability boundary νc(T) proves to be less than
ν

young
max , if one uses standard dissipation mechanisms only not including the DU reactions.

Refs. [92,93] studied how the viscosity of the neutron-star matter influences the r-mode instability
in rotating neutron stars provided a pion softening effect is included. For n > nπ

c , two possibilities
were studied: one corresponding to saturation of the pion softening (see lines 1b and 1c in Figure 9)
and the other including pion condensation (lines 3 and 2). In the latter case, the pion Urca (PU)
processes, like pπ−c → peν̄, nπ0

c → peν̄, were included. The neutron–neutron and proton–proton
Cooper pairing effects were also incorporated. In the shear viscosity, the lepton contribution was
calculated with taking into account of the Landau damping in the photon exchange as was done
in [94], the nucleon contribution described by the MOPE, and some other terms, such as the phonon
contribution in the 1S0 superfluid neutron phase, and the neutrino term in the neutrino opacity region
of temperatures. It proves to be that the term in the bulk viscosity from the two-nucleon MMU reactions
possesses the strongest density dependence (rising by several orders of magnitude for massive stars)
because of the pion softening. In addition, contributions to the bulk viscosity arising from other
reactions induced by charged weak currents, e.g., in the PU processes and DU processes, were included.
The radiative bulk viscosity induced by charged and neutral weak currents in the region of the neutrino
transparency of the star was also calculated while taking into account in-medium effects.

The characteristic time scale of the evolution of the r-mode amplitude is given by

τ−1 = −τ−1
G + τ−1

η + τ−1
ζ , (31)

where τG is the typical time of the gravitational radiation, τη is the relaxation time due to the shear
viscosity, and τζ is the relaxation time due to the bulk viscosity. The r-modes become stable, provided
τ−1 > 0.

We exploited the EoS similar to the Akmal–Pandharipande–Ravenhall EoS up to 4 n0, but stiffer
at higher densities, producing the maximum neutron star mass compatible with observations. Within
this EoS, the DU processes do not appear up to 5 n0 (corresponding to the star mass M ' 1.9 M�).
To compute MMU processes, we use curves 1a + 1b in Figure 9 and, for MMU + PU, ones we exploit
curves 1a + 2 for MMU and 3 for PU.
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Figure 12. Figure from [93]. Critical frequency of the r-mode instability as a function of the temperature
for a band of neutron star masses. Dashed line shows calculation with MU + DU for M = 2.05 M�.
The solid line demonstrates calculation done for the threshold mass of the DU processes within
MMU + PU + DU scenario. The dashed-dotted line shows calculation with MMU computed with
1a + 1c curve in Figure 9 for M = 2.05 M�.

Equation τ−1 = 0 was solved with all contributions to the shear and bulk viscosities taken into
account. The solutions are presented in Figure 12 as functions of the temperature for neutron star
masses from M� < M < 2.05 M�. Within the minimal cooling scenario, when in-medium effects are
not included, νc,min exceeds ν

young
max only for the masses M > 2.03 M� (when DU reaction is already

efficient), i.e., very close to the maximum mass, 2.05 M�. However, if initially the star passes through
the instability region, the developed r-modes may blow off some part of the star matter. Thus, its final
mass can hardly be very close to the maximum mass. Alternatively, the experimental value of the
frequency of the pulsar PSR J0537-6910 could be explained within the minimal cooling scenario, if one
exploited the EoS that allows for a lower DU threshold density. Within the nuclear medium cooling
scenario, the DU processes are not needed to explain the stability of PSR J0537-6910. We may explain
it for M > 1.804 M�, if calculations of MMU processes are done using curves 1a + 2, and 3 for PU,
and for M > 1.776 provided we use curves 1a + 1c to calculate MMU, without PU. For the MMU
case (for curves 1a + 1b for MMU without PU), PSR J0537-6910 mass should be M > 1.84 M�. In the
figure legend symbol, MMU + DU means that MMU and DU (for n > nDU

c ) reactions are included and
MMU + PU + DU means that PU processes (for n > nπ

c ) are included as well.

7. Conclusions

In the given contribution, I considered some specific but common problems in neutron-star
and heavy-ion-collision physics, where in-medium effects play an important role. First, I discussed
an effect of a scaling of the effective hadron masses and couplings on the equation of state of the
baryon matter. Then, an important role was clarified, played by the shear and bulk viscosities and the
thermal conductivity as driving forces of the first-order phase transitions. Next, the baryon-medium
polarization effects on the pion and kaon propagation in dense matter were reviewed. Special attention
was attended to the pion softening effect, and its particular role was indicated in the problem of
neutrino radiation from neutron stars. Finally, viscosity effects, by taking into account the pion
softening on the stability of r-modes in young pulsars, were analysed.
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Abbreviations

All necessary abbreviations are introduced in the paper body. For convenience some of them are repeated below:
EoS Equation of state
BEM Beta-equilibrium matter
ISM Isospin-symmetric matter
RMF model Relativistic mean-field model
NLW model Nonlinear Walecka model
DU process Direct Urca process
MU modified Urca
MMU medium modified Urca
PU pion (condensate) Urca
NB nucleon bremstrahlung
MNB medium-modified nucleon bremstrahlung
PBF Pair-breaking-formation
FOPE Free one-pion exchange
MOPE Medium one-pion exchange
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